
Active Listening



Communication 
• Communication is "an apparent answer to the 

painful divisions between self and other, private and 
public, and inner thought and outer world.“

• As this definition indicates, communication is 
difficult to define in a consistent manner, because in 
common use it refers to a very wide range of 
different behaviors involved in the propagation of 
information.

• Communication is most effective when people can 
exchange information accurately about events and 
feelings.

“People fail to get along because they fear each 
other; they fear each other because they don’t know 
each other; they don’t know each other because they 
have not communicated with each other.” 

 Martin Luther King, Jr.



•4 magic words to cultivate connection with others (and with 
ourselves) and feel the warmth of human contact: 

"Tell me about it."



• Unsuccessful communication occurs 
when people cannot accurately 
understand the events and/or feelings 
that someone is sharing with them. 

• Unsuccessful communication is often 
the cause of misunderstandings, 
which develop into unnecessary 
conflict. 

• There are many possible reasons that 
explain why people can communicate 
effectively, and many factors can 
"block" our ability to communicate 
effectively. 

Unsuccessful 
Communication 



Unsuccessful Communication 

• Some of the most common barriers for a successful 
communication are:

• Bad body language

• poor listening skills

• lack of ability or willingness to recognize different 
perspectives.



Communication barriers 
• Here is a list of some of the things that 

we all tend to do that make it difficult 
to listen to others. 

• Interrupting
• Judging
• Criticizing
• Changing the subject
• Joking around
• Offering advice
• Laughing at others
• Bringing up your own experiences
• Distractions
• Stereotyping               
• Making false assumptions 



Active 
Listening

•According to Carl Rogers, active listening 
involve:

• listening for total meaning ("listening for 
total meaning" - both content and 
emotion of the message), 

• responding to emotional elements and 

•paying attention to both verbal and 
non-verbal elements of the 
communication. 

•At the same time, the listener must check 
that he/ she has correctly understood 
what is being said.



Active 
Listening

• The term "active listening" refers to a skill set 
that includes:

• body language, 

• listening, 

• questioning, 

• asking questions, and 

• expressing facts and feelings in a descriptive 
and empathic way. 



Active Listening

• To be trained in active 
listening, one must be 
available and believe in 
effective communication – 
someone 

• who can reduce internal and 
external distractions,

• who avoids jumping to 
conclusions and making 
unnecessary remarks, and 

• who does not give 
unsolicited advice.



When we listen with active 
listening, we make the other 
person feel that they are heard 
and appreciated. 

In this way, it forms the 
foundation for any successful 
conversation. 

Active listening involves more 
than listening to someone talking. 
In her practice, we focus fully on 
what is being said. 

We listen with all our senses and 
give our full attention to the 
person who speaks.



When we listen with active listening, 
we make the other person feel that they 

are heard and appreciated. 

In this way, it forms the foundation for 
any successful conversation. 

Active listening involves more than 
listening to someone talking. In her 

practice, we focus fully on what is being 
said. 

We listen with all our senses and give 
our full attention to the person who 

speaks.



Can you patiently wait 
until the mud settles down 

and clears the water?
Can you still wait until the 
right energy will emerge 

on its own?
Tao Te Ching, 15



•Δύο ὦτα ἒχομεν, στόμα 
δὲ ἕν, ἵνα πλείονα μὲν 
ἀκούωμεν, ἥττονα δὲ 
λέγωμεν
(Ζήνων ο Κιτιεύς, 334-262 
π.Χ.)

•We have two ears and one 
mouth, so we can hear more 
and say less.
(Zeno of Citium, 334-262 
BC)



Body language

Looking into each 
other's eyes, eye 

contact

have open 
posture, open 

hands

stable seat, 
straight back, 
shoulders out

always nodding 
(head tilt)

tone of voice



Silence

We must and need to 
be trained to accept and 

protect silence 

We must not 'fill' silence Silence helps

• reduce tension • to clear the minds of all 
members

• shows that the 
mediator respects the 

need of the party



Smile

• Small smiles can be used to show 
that the listener is paying attention to 
what is being said or as an indication 
of agreement or satisfaction with the 
messages received.

•  Combined with head nods, smiles 
can be powerful confirmations that 
the recipient is listening and 
understanding the information being 
received.



Questions
• By asking questions or asking for 

explanations about what we have 
heard, we show that we are interested 
in the conversation and the person we 
are talking to.

• We can then ask about how they may 
be feeling about a situation or person 
they are concerned about. 

• It is important to make our interlocutor 
feel comfortable and safe. So it seems 
important not to force him or her to 
talk to us but to actually let them open 
up by actively participating in our 
conversation.



Patience

•Patience is an important element in active listening. A 
pause, even a long one, does not necessarily mean that 
the speaker has finished what he or she had to say. 
Sometimes, since each person thinks and speaks at his or 
her own pace, it takes time to formulate what he or she 
wants to say and how to say it. 

•So we don't interrupt before someone finishes their 
sentence. 

•Interrupting the conversation can send the message 
that: "what I want to say is more important and more 
interesting", "I am not really interested in what you are 
saying", "I don't have time for your opinion".



Benefits of 
Active Listening

• Active listening can have many 
positive effects in different areas of 
our lives:

Relationships

• Active listening allows us to 
understand another person's point 
of view and respond empathetically. 

• It also allows us to ask questions to 
make sure we understand what is 
being said. 

• In addition, it validates the speaker 
and makes the speaker want to talk 
more.



Benefits of Active 
Listening

•Work

•Active listening at work is especially 
important if you are in a management 
position or interacting with colleagues. 

•It helps you to understand problems and 
work together to find solutions to any 
problems that arise. 

•It also reflects one's patience, a valuable 
skill in any workplace.



Benefits of Active 
Listening
•Social situations

•In social situations, active listening can be beneficial 
when meeting new people.

•Asking questions, seeking clarification and listening to 
body language are all ways to learn more about the 
people we come into contact with. 

•When we actively listen, the other person is also likely 
to talk to us for longer. 

•Active listening one of the best ways to evolve into 
friendly relationships with the people we know.



• It takes courage to stand up and speak 
out. It takes courage to sit down and 
listen

• Winston Churchill


